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Overview

The combination of CLOUD COIN and blockchain technology - a revolution in the financial and commercial world.

In order to put the concept of advanced artificial intelligence into practice, CLOUD is building a decentralized AI network and global brain, and thereby promoting the democratization of artificial intelligence, so as to achieve safe general artificial intelligence.

CLOUD adopts the next generation Internet infrastructure protocol. The protocol is able to significantly shrink proofs while speeding up proof generation and verification.

CLOUD is building a decentralized AI network and global brain to promote the democratization of artificial intelligence, so as to achieve safe general artificial intelligence.

CLOUD is quickly proving to us how it will change the current social landscape. Once there is more data, AI has a better chance of using data analysis as a strategic decision-making method to bring about a new user experience.

In 2023, CLOUD will release a number of related agreements in the development roadmap as planned. In addition, CLOUD will continue to promote the construction of a private AI network and strive to achieve this main team goal.

1% Buys 1% Sells
Project Activation

CLOUD Coin will then be available on UniSwapV2.

62.78% of the pre-sale will be opened on uncx, then 35.78% will add LP liquidity, and 1.44% of the unlocked tokens will belong to the team.

Fair opening & contract mechanism

- Automatically add the team’s marketing wallet to promote the continuous development of the token.
- Anti-bot measures mean that it will starts to solve the bot problem a few minutes before the start of the trading.
- Buy 1% Sell 1%
  - Automatically add LP Liquidity to every transaction. Liquidity is added to UniSwap.
  - CLOUD transaction data is real-time.
- Once the transaction is opened was initially disabled.
· Promotions and regular AMA are carried out through TG groups, channels and chat rooms.

· Add metadata and organically disseminate information about CLOU DAI.

· Provide tokens in exchange for twitter or Telegram top promotion.

· Twitter tweets from giants of big crytocurrency.

· Recommendation of CoinGecko, CMC authoritative blockchain data organization.

· Organic trends on Dextools.Ads on Bogged, Dextools, Etherscan.
Cross-chain exchange

An ETH bridge will be established to allow CLOUD to trade between ETH and Mainstream chain flash exchange. In other words, there will be more liquidity for full trading, so that CLOUD will definitely increase LP and value.

An additional bridge will be established with CLOUD as the main pool. This means that CLOUD holders will have the opportunity to purchase CLOUD V2 directly through CLOUD.

CLOUD will also be listed on CLOUD V2 in advance to reach the CLOUD community and allow more people to trade.

ETH is a more sustainable and secure cryptocurrency than ERC20 network chain, so the ETH pool will help strengthen the liquidity of CLOUD.
NFT Marketing

NFTs are booming, but their value has not been correctly achieved by many people, even in the field of cryptocurrency. Especially for sites like Meta (formerly Facebook), NFT will definitely become a more profitable asset. The target market of CLOUD’s NFT is to provide a simple and safe way to buy, sell, and mint NFT. In addition, it will increase its relevance to NFTs by introducing plug-ins, allowing NFTs to be compatible with cooperative games—e.g., NFTs can be minted by game developers and serve as the key to the exclusive skin of NFT holders in the game. Or services, or even commercial enterprises. Think of Metaverse, where physical assets can be better realized as digital assets, but the experience is more immersive than watching a screen. Enhancing Metaverse’s technology will enhance every NFT as long as it is ready to be used in this new expansion space.

NFT is only the beginning of the inevitable replacement of the physical world by the digital world.
Disclaimer

CLOUD includes, but is not limited to, the entire project, tokens, website, smart contract, and any applications proposed in this concept paper ("CLOUD") are not licensed, licensed or exempted in any jurisdiction of any type of financial or payment services. Any terms used in this white paper, website or application are for the basic reference only. In a regulated (and/or) financial environment, all the terms have no valid or legal meaning. CLOUD is a decentralized and community-driven project. There are no owners, shareholders, promoters, marketers, managers, directors, or other persons or entities to conduct any form of governance. CLOUD smart contracts are open source, security audited, permanent and cannot be modified in any way. CLOUD COINs are strictly utilized tokens in all jurisdictions, and are not and cannot be regarded as any type of "bond" or other regulated tokens. CLOUD is by no means electronic currency or legal currency, nor is it an asset-backed stable currency, whether it is global or limited in scope. This white paper itself is not any form of contract or contractual agreement, nor is it an invitation which expectation to profit from it., solicitation, or entry into CLOUD investment or acquisition or use of CLOUD tokens in any way. Any user of CLOUD declares and warrants that the user is entering or accessing or reading this white paper and website, or using any part or element of CLOUD (including CLOUD COIN). The user hereby acknowledges and accepts the inherent high risk of accessing, acquiring or using any type of blockchain and/or encryption system, token, platform, software or interface (including CLOUD), And users have to make risk investments according to their own circumstances. The above are all voluntary investment intentions of users, and CLOUD does not bear any consequences and responsibilities.